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ABSTRACT
This investigation means to analyze Motivation indicator for the paintings on lecturer’s execution In the Covid-19 pandemic in Indonesia, Job Satisfaction. The exploration device utilized Quantitative has been examination with an overview study philosophy directed by lecturers Indonesia-Wide, with a sum of 243 instructors. The examination gadget is an autonomous lecturer. Most Respondents were respondent’s ladies as 56% with the greatest position of Assistant Expert and Assistant Expert Lector at 41% and 39%, individually. A tool for exploration was assembled dependent Operationalization on the cycle of each one builds that was received and created from past examination. Information were gotten utilizing a poll. The discoveries of the examination were explained as unmistakable Inferential, and. inferential scrutiny utilizing the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) technique utilizing Lisrel 8.8 measurable programming. The discoveries demonstrated that there has been a significant fine effect of labor inspiration at the instructor’s exhibition, and occupation fulfillment. On the opposite side, there is no certain. The finish of this examination add to this the impediments of the writing and discoveries that are not the same as numerous past investigations, in particular the absence of exploration utilizing the interceding variable activity fulfillment on speaker execution and assisting solution a few new examinations That didn't have added To the outcome of these factors.
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1. BACKGROUND
Infection sickness known as crown (COVID-19) is a plague on this planet now. Terrifically significant angles going from wellbeing, economy, governmental issues, and instruction and furthermore securities had been shaken by the Covid-19 and have been gigantic impact Human lifestyles around the globe. Will this be it shortcoming affect the viability of lecturers at some stage in the Covid-19 pandemic? Some ongoing examinations have not had the option to address Questions to study, for example, research [1] The consequences of the investigation just spotlight on the connection between representative presentation and worker inspiration. In the interim different investigations just spotlight on the relationship between's staff inspiration and employment execution and between work fulfillment and performance [2] the equivalent is the situation with contemplates [3]. The investigation [4] reinforces HR practices and the board styles received with regards to creating position abilities, which are then just identified with work fulfillment and administration execution.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Work Motivation
Inspiration is a mental instrument that actuates energy, heading, quality also consistency of activities. Motivation is the yearning to try to accomplish the various leveled objections that are influenced by the limit of business to meet a part of the individual needs [5];[6];[7]. Enlivened by the association , HR are dynamically roused to endeavor to upgrade productivity and to give a valiant effort for the association [8]. Inside
hypothesis gives inspiration the primary thought to factors inside people that advantage to inspiration plus conduct [9]. Highest inclusion plus inspiring labor pool, greatest chance of authoritative accomplishment at accomplishing objectives plus targets [10]. As indicated by [11] cases inspiration is a phrase utilized at authoritative conduct for depict quality at a person, which portrays the degree, course, and tirelessness of endeavors spent on work. In the interim, the sentiment [12] proposes at work inspiration is characterized was conditioned influences energy, course, plus conduct support applicable for work saving.

2.2. Job Satisfaction

Employment fulfillment is more a relic of times gone by, of an interior state. That for instance, can be connected to sentiments of individual accomplishment, either quantitatively or subjectively [10]. Employment fulfillment is portrayed as a pleasurable passionate state [13], and is a significant indicator of the conduct of hierarchical citizenship. Recollect that activity fulfillment is imperative to us since it influences numerous different variables in the work environment [9]. Work fulfillment is an essential determinant of the assessment of the activity condition [14] and for the most part positively affects representative presentation [13]. As the term work fulfillment influences a representative's enthusiastic connection to the business, whom the person in question partners with his activity, numerous natural and outward prize variables impact it. Exploration to date has recommended that, in spite of the circumstance in western nations, work fulfillment has nothing to accomplish with family-work clashes in creating nations [15] shows various understandings of the idea in creating and creating nations. Up.

2.3. Lecturer Performance

Representative execution was influenced with inspiration, if laborers were propelled; they could accomplish work and in the end increment their presentation[16]. This investigation examines authoritative correspondence among broadcast organization workers. As indicated by the starter meets with the executive staff from telecom organization, ongoing increment at the quantity of workers that was demand break down representative execution. [17] expressed that so as to oversee current representative execution and propel them towards better execution, effective correspondence rehearses are required in all associations. Various examinations on HR the executives rehearses have uncovered that truancy also in and out could be diminished whatever thus advance manage quality also elite with guide of nice HR rehearses. [18]. It is additionally proposed that there is a significant function in worker maintenance by HR the executives,[19].

3. RESEARCH METHODS

Research describes statistical research, structured to describe the per-variable relationship, in other words, variable correlation with provisional conclusion testing analysis. LLDIKTI lecturers as a sample of the population in Indonesia. Using an approach to select a sample from a determined population, namely random sampling, that in the population each respondent has the same opportunity to be sampled, it is estimated that there are 243 people. [20]determines for the lowest limit of 200 respondents, this is needed in data tabulation especially for data analysis; the approach is carried out through explanatory factorial analysis in determining the form of demonstration of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). Another thing, in knowing indirect effects using the Sobel test, which is a test tool to determine the correlation to the intermediate variable; the aim is to find out that the mediating variable is considered useful as an intermediate variable in the relationship between variables. The questionnaire tool to test motivation used 14 questions [21], [22]. Meanwhile, measuring job satisfaction for this research uses 15 questions [21], [22], [23]. Another matter of the work environment uses 11 questions [24], [25]. Likewise, to measure lecturer performance using 20 individual performance questions[26], [27]. The total assessment of the four variables was measured using a Likert-type scale. The analysis of the display is carried out using SEM path analysis where the benefit is to answer temporary conclusions in research, the application used is the Lisrel 8.8 application.

4. RESEARCH FINDINGS

4.1. Profile Sample

Table 1 illustrates the profile calculations for 243 samples. Samples who participated in the research were lecturers working from home during the corona pandemic, all of whom came from 14 LLDIKTI 3 in Indonesia. Data is entered for a period of 5 days from 3 to 8 July 2020, all carried out during the corona pandemic in Indonesia. All lecturers work from home as well as teaching and learning activities using the internet or what is known as using e-learning. The majority of samples entered came from LLDIKTI 3 covering the
surrounding Jakarta. The most samples are those who have positions as Expert Assistant and Lector. Another matter of the sample regarding gender is that women control at most 56%, on the other hand, the majority concerns work experience of fewer than 10 years with a value of 54%, on the other hand, based on the type of education 83% of the sample is lecturers who have Master's glass, the remaining 17% of the sample is strata 3 alias doctor.

4.2. Validity of the Measurement Model

Validity analysis is used by assessing whether the questionnaire is tested or not valid, tested equal to valid, or has significant value (Riadi, 2018). Another thing from validity has the meaning of judging what is being assessed. The validity test in this research (in table 3) found that the final scores on the loading factors are all indicators initialized MOT1 and MOT2, the values are as follows 0.84 and 0.90. Another thing, the values of the KIN1, KIN2, and KIN3 indicators are as follows 0.86, 0.89, and 0.83. for other indicators KEP1, KEP2, and KEP3 the values are as follows 0.76, 0.86, and 0.88.

The results produce the loading factor test, it is proven that the indicator value is higher than the critical value. It means that the resulting value in assessing the unobserved variable is greater than the loading factor for the other unobserved variables. This can be proven by indicators that have a significant value in assessing unobservable variables (Riadi, 2018). In Table 3, it describes the relationship value of each unobserved variable that is higher than AVE on other variables.

4.3. Measurement Reliability

The reliability test in this research (see table 3) was carried out by assessing Construct Reliability and Average Variance Extracted (Riadi, 2018). The final value describes the variables (MOTIVATION; 0.84 and 0.72), (KINERJA; 0.94 and 0.67), (SATISFACTION; 0.93 and 0.87) and (Environment; 0.86 and 0.76). intended that the reliability variable consists of several values of Construct Reliability and Average Variance Extracted which have standard provisions that apply to start at 0.70 and 0.5 (Riadi, 2018).

4.4. Structure Model Testing

Post conditions for the implementation of the structural model assessment, the model in this research were analyzed by the previous goodness of fit index [28]. According to the results of the model fit assessment depicted in Figure 2, the following is the value of Degrees of Freedom = 17, Minimum Fit Function Chi-Square = 22.06 (P = 0.18), Normal Theory Weighted Least Squares Chi-Square = 22.06 (P = 0.18) the result is the model is formed in this research is "Good of fit". Shown or seen in Figure 2. Hybrid / Full research model. Then an assessment of the structural model is carried out where the desired goal is to assess exogenous unobserved variables with endogon unobserved variables. The final score of the assessment is proven by a hypothesis that has been formed on the basis of a significant or insignificant theoretical conceptual framework. The final value of the hypothesis assessment in the research is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The results of testing the validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent Variable (LV)</th>
<th>LV Dimension</th>
<th>Validity</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>MOT1</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MOT2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>KEP1</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEP2</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KEP3</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>KIN1</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KIN2</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KIN3</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPL = Standardized Factor Loading, CV = Construct Reliability, VE = Variance Extracted. Source: Research Data (2020)
4.5. Testing of the hypothesis

This research is divided into four hypotheses (in Table 4). The hypothesis is assessed on the standard t-test calculation, namely Ho is rejected when the t-value is higher than the critical t value or the Z score is 1.64 (one-tail test) for $\alpha = 0.05$.

Research one assesses the associative parts of hypotheses one, two, and three. Research 2 assesses indirect correlation as part of hypothesis four. The partially indirect significant assessment (intermediary hypothesis assessment) is carried out as follows:

The system steps the Sobel test (Kline, 2011: 164). The Sobel test is run through a correlation strength test of the unaffected indirect variable (X) to the affected variable (Z) across the variable (Y). Indirect correlation X to Z across Y. Rated in terms of multiplication path X → Y (a) by path Y → Z (b) or ab. So the coefficient $ab = (c - c')$, including c is the effect of X on Z without keeping an eye on Y, thus $c'$ is the correlation coefficient of X against Z after. Supervise Y. Standard error coefficients a and b wrote in Sa and Sb, the magnitude of the indirect effect.

The final value of the calculation of the structural model using SEM- Lisrel is described in Table 4. Hypothesis 1 shows that the coefficient value of the variable pathway of work motivation on lecturer performance is 9.22 higher than the t-critical value of 1.64. It means that the level of confidence is 95% and $\alpha = 5\%$, Ho is rejected and H1 is accepted, which means that the coefficient of a direct effect of work motivation on performance is significant with a coefficient of determination of R2 of 0.94. The results obtained, hypothesis 1 which forms a positive and significant influence on Lecturer Performance, is significant. Hypothesis 2 describes the value of the coefficient score of the variable pathway of work motivation on job satisfaction of 9.99, greater than the t-critical value of 1.64. This means that at the confidence level of 95% and $\alpha = 5\%$, Ho is rejected and H2 is accepted, for that it is translated into a coefficient of a direct effect of work motivation on job satisfaction is significant with a coefficient of determination of R2 of 0.75. So for that, hypothesis 2 is described as having a positive and significant effect. Work motivation for lecturer performance is acceptable. Hypothesis 3 illustrates that the path coefficient score of the variable job satisfaction on lecturer performance is -1.1 smaller than the t-critical value of 1.64. It means that the confidence level is 95% and $\alpha = 5\%$, Ho is accepted and H4 is rejected, and it is stated that the coefficient of a direct effect of job satisfaction on lecturer performance is not significant with a coefficient of determination of R2 of -0.1. Therefore, hypothesis 3 describes that there is no positive and insignificant influence on job satisfaction on lecturer performance is unacceptable. Hypothesis 4, illustrates that for the Z value the path coefficient score is calculated through the “Sobel test” formula, for that the effect of work motivation variables on lecturer performance through job satisfaction is 0.52 smaller than the t-critical value of 1.64. This means that at the confidence level of 95% and $\alpha = 5\%$, Ho is accepted and H4 is rejected, therefore it is concluded that the coefficient of an indirect effect of work motivation on lecturer performance through job satisfaction is not significant with the coefficient of determination of R2 of 0.145. Thus, hypothesis 4 which states that there is a positive and significant indirect effect of work motivation on lecturer performance through job satisfaction cannot be accepted.
5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Correlation work motivation for lecturer performance

Proven directly, the value of this research illustrates the significance of the motivation for lecturer performance. This research has been proven to be reviewed from several previous studies ([29]; [30]; [31]; [32]; [4]; [22]. According to [6], the results of the research illustrate the proven correlation of employee performance to work motivation. Indexed indicators are emulated from research [5], as well as empirical evidence of the value of answers from the sample Addressing lecturers significantly has positive work motivation in a correlation that shows positive performance while working. Meanwhile, the final value of the research illustrates that lecturers are good at being motivated in their field of work, as illustrated in the phase of lecturer pride continuing to work in current situations that are less profitable, especially the lack of process learning during the Corona pandemic in Indonesia. All lecturers are sure to work seriously in the learning process with great care students, both for research and community service. Lecturers feel a work-life balance by working at home, especially close to their family, compared to the previous period; the benefits they get are more freedom to do work with the freedom to manage their own time and more time for their wives and children.

5.2. Correlation Work motivation to satisfaction at work

As direct evidence, the value of research illustrates the correlation between motivation and job satisfaction. This research represents previous research [33]. Also provides resistance from previous research [34]; [21] besides that, it shows no proven relationship between work motivation and job satisfaction. The final test score of the correlation of 2 variables, including work motivation and job satisfaction, has been discussed previously. In accordance with a series of indicators that are emulated from research [21] and [22], according to the description of the sample results, where lecturers have attached high work motivation, will automatically lead to satisfaction at work. will always be motivated at work, this picture is manifested by the support from managers or superiors directly for learning to use the internet at the time of the corona pandemic at this time, automatically illustrating the satisfaction in the work of lecturers Besides that, satisfaction at work gets support, especially regarding the free time policy which is managed wisely by the lecturers.

5.3. Job satisfaction on Lecturer Performance

Observationally, aftereffects the examination describe for this no evident impact at workplace between effort inspiration. This exploration negates contemplates ([23]; [14]; [28]; [26]. Notably, from all respondents who replied, instructors by and large differ between work fulfillment and lecturers execution. This can be demonstrated that each lecturers can’t augment work when the consequences of examination or network administration are completed on the web, there are things that is impossible, for example, disconnected, for instance When doing explore on the web, it is somewhat hard for accentuate respondents to gather surveys or while doing network administration networked is age-restricted (Using an unpaid application) so the predefined target isn’t accomplished.

5.4. Motivation for Lecturer Performance through Job Satisfaction

Observationally, aftereffects that examination can’t demonstrate that there is an impact of work inspiration on instructor execution through employment fulfillment. In light of the appropriate responses of direct samples inquiries, it’s very well may be clarified at the time corona pandemic. Motivation to specific approach can advance Lecturer execution, example to instance effort in house a ton of age for the children and wife, that could in a roundabout way improve Lecturer execution. The greatest impact perceive through the lecturers is big
inspiration forward online education (on the web) instruction and their work, having the option to keep on functioning admirably, even In the Covid-19 Pandemic. Yet, actually, when joined with the intercession variable of fulfillment, the lecturers isn’t maximal in performing, implying that inspiration alone isn’t finished with greatest work which will bring about horrible showing of the speaker, for instance instructors have high inspiration but since they are acclimated with working disconnected, when web based learning is a ton encountering snags, for example, not yet acing eLearning learning innovation, eLearning learning measure, restricted web standard, network that is consistently steady just at specific hours and others so it makes not exactly ideal execution for instructors.

6. CONCLUSION
A few past investigations have clarified that work inspiration has positively affected lecturer’s execution and employment fulfillment. Be that as it may, from this examination, work fulfillment negatively affects lecturers’ execution. Through this examination, clarification and affirmation of the exploration, mostly fortifies and somewhat invalidates existing ideas. In a few different ways the aftereffects of the investigation concur with past exploration, specifically that work inspiration positively affects lecturers’ execution and occupation fulfillment. In any case, as far as the effect of employment fulfillment on speaker execution, this investigation gives discoveries that are not the same as numerous past examinations. The similitudes and contrasts in the discoveries of this investigation with past examination can be clarified that this exploration was completed on instructors all through Indonesia where the greater part in this poll were aide specialists and lecturers.

By and large, work fulfillment during the Covid pandemic has diminished regarding instructor execution. Ineffectively ill-equipped guidelines administering work measure systems, culture stun that changes disconnected work examples to on the web, workplaces, authority designs and lacking dominance of innovation in web-based learning

7. RESEARCH SUGGESTION
This examination was performed in light of the current situation of the Covid-19 pandemic, which had a significant mental impact on respondents, particularly speakers. A few perspectives, for example, fund, innovation, sexual orientation, social transformation, authority of information and aptitudes in the eLearning learning cycle and administration in this examination are as yet dismissed with the goal that they should be incorporated as indicator factors in resulting research. Regarding the system of spellbinding investigation, it has not had the option to distinguish all the more profoundly all the practices related with the build of this examination, so further exploration is proposed to affirm the aftereffects of the poll through the meeting cycle.
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